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.3. Abstract and statements of innovation and humanities significance
Abstract:
We seek a Level II grant to improve our RoSE Research-oriented Social Environment early prototype
through much improved interoperability with other knowledge bases and better visualizations. The
result will be an "open beta" able to influence other digital humanities projects with a model for how
Web 2.0 networked, public knowledge and academic expert knowledge can be joined. RoSE is a Webbased system that shapes humanities bibliographical resources into a social-computing model
presenting the past and present as one living "social network." Stocked with initial information from
YAGO and Project Gutenberg (with plans for data-mining the SNAC Project), RoSE provides profile pages
for persons and documents, other data, and visualizations showing the interrelated nature of
humanities knowledge. Uniquely, it allows users to add metadata on top of standard bibliographical
data. This facilitates a social-network-like sense of active relation to the objects of research.
Statement of innovation:
RoSE is a "bluesky" project to create genuinely new ways to join the "social-networking" paradigm of
information to the "archive" model more familiar to humanists. Unlike most other online humanities
research environments, which add Web 2.0 features on the side but do not integrate them with their
main logic, RoSE seeks to bring the social and bibliographical paradigms into convergence, allowing for
novel interactive research practices and a sense of social engagement with the past.
Statement of humanities significance:
In the largest terms, our RoSE project is an experiment in how humanities research and teaching can
engage with today's expansive knowledge society from both inside and outside the "library." RoSE
offers the humanities (and the digital humanities specifically) a working model for how to use today's
highly "presentist" social-networking practices to open up a living sense of the full, historical human
record (or "library") of knowledge.
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.4. Narrative
We seek a Level II Digital Humanities Start-Up grant of $50,000 to develop our RoSE Research-oriented
Social Environment beyond its current early prototype into an "open beta" robust enough--through
significantly improved interoperability with other knowledge bases and much improved visualizations
(see "Technical Description" and "Work Plan")--to allow us to attract early-adopter humanities scholars
to experiment with our conceptual paradigm. Since many early adopters of humanities technologies
themselves participate in digital-humanities initiatives, our additional, most timely goal is to influence
(and allow our system's content directly to serve) the development of other digital humanities projects
at a crucial moment when the gap that has opened between the Web 2.0 model of networked, public
knowledge and the academic model of expert knowledge calls for new humanities paradigms that can
fuse, and not just mix-and-match, the best of both models. In the largest terms, our mission is to
experiment with ways in which humanities research and teaching can engage with today's expansive
knowledge society from both inside and outside the "library."
RoSE is a Web-based knowledge-exploration system that shapes humanities bibliographical
resources into a social-computing model encouraging the exploration of the present and past of the
human record as one living "social network."1 RoSE seeks to move the paradigms of the "digital library,"
"archive," "edition," "book," "document," and "text" that dominate the digital humanities toward a
social-network model closer to the Web 2.0 view of the interconnectedness of knowledge agents and
objects (and also to recent scholarly understandings of the "sociology of texts," the "new sociology of
literature," and collective literary activity.)2 Reciprocally, RoSE seeks to move the social-network model
closer to a bibliographical model that accommodates deep historical knowledge, thus enrichening
presentist Web 2.0 practices with the sense of history characteristic of the humanities.3
Underlying RoSE is the question: what do users want when they begin online research or
learning on a humanistic topic? Our answer is that users do not necessarily want to go first to a
document (a “document-centric” approach) or to a person (a “social-network” approach)--though they
will take either. More ideal is an environment that allows them to seek out documents and people in
the context of relationships between the two (e.g., of authorship, influence, sponsorship, commentary,
rebuttal, etc.). In such an environment, there are no documents sitting in virtual libraries as opposed to
people joining communities. Instead, documents, authors, editors, readers, scholars, and so on are
interlinked in a single "social-document-graph" conjoining the paradigm of an archive with that of the
"social graph" familiar to social-network analysis and Web 2.0. Through information pages ("profile
pages") about persons and documents, keywords and other metadata, and visualizations, RoSE helps
users see the evolving relationships between people-and-documents, people-and-people, and
documents-and-documents--where the and in such relationships accommodates user-created
1

For screenshots of RoSE and instructions on using RoSE, see Appendix A. The RoSE prototype may be explored at
http://rose.english.ucsb.edu/ (log in as "Guest" with the password "rosemist483"). For additional information on
RoSE, see http://transliteracies.english.ucsb.edu/category/research-project/rose.
2
E.g., D. F. McKenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology of Texts (Cambridge UP, 1999); James F. English, "Everywhere
and Nowhere: The Sociology of Literature After “the Sociology of Literature," New Literary History 41 (2010): vxxiii; Michael Bérubé, et al., "Community Reading and Social Imagination," PMLA 125.2 (2010): 418-25.
3
A. Liu argues for the necessity of such a sense of history in Web 2.0 in his forthcoming essay in New Literary
History, "Friending the Past: The Sense of History and Social Computing."
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association types more "thickly described" (in cultural anthropologist Clifford Geertz's phrase) than
allowed by standard metadata protocols (e.g., controlled vocabularies for "author of," "friend of").
We imagine several use-scenarios for RoSE, ranging from pedagogy to advanced research (see
"Use Scenario Studies" in Work Plan), but one--student research--can illustrate. Imagine an instructor
introducing a humanistic "movement"—i.e., the kind of loose aggregate of people and documents
(including multimedia) that scholars traditionally describe in such overlapping terms as group, circle,
period, trend, or theme. Examples include Romanticism, Marxism, Dadaism, or Cyberpunk. The
instructor could use RoSE to launch students into research. Logging into RoSE, she would set up a class
"context." (A "context" is a community- or purpose-oriented framework for exploration--e.g., for a
class, conference, research project, etc. In RoSE, all research is conducted from a social perspective or
point of view whose context can be selectively filtered to stand out from, or merge into, other contexts.)
Then she would offer initial suggestions of persons or documents to follow. The students--social actors,
and not just observers, in the system--would then immersively construct their understanding of the
movement. They would navigate and visualize RoSE's existing knowledge base of relations between
people and documents , included in the system through automated harvesting of metadata from
publicly available document and other repositories (currently Yago and Project Gutenberg, with plans to
harvest next from the SNAC project [approved by SNAC; see below]). Links in RoSE would also access
additional online information or full texts. The heart of the assignment would then be for students to
add their own "thickly described" connections between persons and/or documents as they learn. For
example, if they learn that Marcel Duchamp was a "creator of" a found-art object (like a urinal) and an
"associate of" Surrealism, they might add additional relation types and connections that help define
what "creator" or "associate" actually means in this case (questions that for Duchamp demand thick
description). The payoff is a learning experience in which persons and documents come to social "life"
in relation to each other and to the students through profile pages and network visualizations that
witness the impact of the students' research on the system. Adding a relation between William
Wordsworth and William Gibson, for instance, would result in the two appearing on each other's profile
page, as well as on the profile page of the student researcher. The movements of "Romanticism" and
"Cyberpunk" would thus come alive in a new connection mediated by the social presence of the student.
Finally, users outside the class could optionally access (or exclude) the students' additions in a way that
mitigates the data-credibility problem normally associated with mixing crowd-sourced and expert
knowledge (a user of RoSE is aware of the "context" that constructs any layer of thick description).
RoSE began as a "bluesky" project. Our prototype is still weak in two key areas where we have
made advances but where we now realize we must improve: interoperability with other humanities
knowledge bases (through automated input and output of metadata) and the diversity and quality of
visualizations. Improved interoperability will substantially increase the base knowledge about persons
and documents that users can work with, and also facilitate exporting RoSE-specific content to other
systems; improved visualizations will allow users more successfully to grasp and navigate the
relationality of knowledge that RoSE is designed to reveal.
History & Duration of Project:
RoSE evolved as the final experiment of the University of California multi-campus "Transliteracies
Project" on online reading (2005-2010; $35,000/yr. from UC Office of the President; PI, A. Liu; Web site:
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http://transliteracies.english.ucsb.edu). A total of 61 faculty, 40 graduate students, and 7 industry
professionals from 31 programs and 35 institutions contributed to conferences, workshops, and a
"Social Computing in 2020" innovation contest. In its first years, the project's working groups (on history
of reading, new reading interfaces, and social computing) conducted an extensive environmental scan
that produced 78 online research reports and 7 fuller research papers (see the project site). In its final
year, the project then focused on an under-examined area: social-computing technologies bridging
integrally between humanities and Web 2.0 online environments. Working with graduate students in
the humanities, media arts, and engineering in biweekly developer meetings (which doubled as de facto
seminars on fascinating blends of technical and conceptual issues), we devoted 2009-10 to creating the
RoSE prototype, which was presented for initial critique at a Feb. 2010 "design charrette" attended by
16 UC faculty and respondents from industry and other universities.4
Innovation & Environmental Scan:
RoSE's innovation may best be explained by comparison with other projects studied by Transliteracies.
Appendix B lists a selection of comparison projects on which we have produced reports or papers. The
most relevant include:
(a)
Advanced humanities online reading, bibliographical, and research environments. Collex,
Open Journal Systems (with "reading tools" extensions), PreE, Zotero, etc. focus on finding, accessing,
manipulating, editing, or annotating documents--sometimes also allowing for on-demand use of datamining tools such as those from TAPoR and SEASR. Importantly, some of these environments now
borrow Web 2.0 social-network practices--e.g., folksonomical tagging and shared "bookshelves." Yet
few integrate such features with their main functions, which remain bibliographical. Notable exceptions
include CommentPress (used by MediaCommons), which encourages reading communities to form
around parts of documents, and the SNAC Social Networks and Archival Context project (see below).
(b)
Social book cataloging & social academic networks. Examples of social book cataloging sites
include Goodreads, Visual Bookshelf (in Facebook), Living Social (Books), LibraryThing, and weRead. An
example of a social academic network is Academia.edu. Where advanced humanities document
environments like Collex or PreE emphasize working with documents, and add social experience on the
side, social book cataloging and academic networks emphasize working with social or group identity,
and add document functionality on the side. In most social book cataloging sites, for instance, books are
inert objects that function like badges of the user's tastes and interests. In Academia.edu, documents
can be linked and uploaded, but are also inert appendages to academic identities.
(c)
Closest analogues to RoSE. The closest analogues we have so far found are ConceptVista,
WorldCat Identities, and SNAC (Social Networks and Archival Context). ConceptVista is a research
environment for geoscience that allows users to visualize and explore relations between researchers,
documents, datasets, and tools. Though not entirely commensurable with humanities scholarship
(which does not cite datasets and tools, but which does cite historical materials), ConceptVista is
intriguing for RoSE because its operational unit of knowledge is a person linked to documents, tools, and
datasets (or, put inversely, a document, tool, or dataset linked to persons). WorldCat Identities is an
4

See charrette information site: http://transliteracies.english.ucsb.edu/post/research-project/roseindividual/rose-design-charrette-participants.
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interface for the WorldCat network of library content and services that allows users to see information
about a particular “identity” (a knowledge producer) in a one-Web-page layout. Of special interest to
RoSE is the way a WorldCat Identities page features automatically-generated data--including a
publication timeline, bibliography, "related" identities, and "associated subjects." The whole amounts
to something like a social-network "profile page." The difference from RoSE is that the underlying
paradigm of WorldCat Identities constrains users to the role of receivers of information based on
existing library metadata (entered by experts using controlled vocabularies).5 SNAC is a large,
impressive initiative begun after RoSE was in prototype. Taking as its starting point the "finding aids" of
library and archival collections, SNAC uses the EAC-CPF metadata standard (Encoded Archival Context-Corporate Bodies, Persons, and Families) to "unlock" the descriptions of persons from bibliographical
data for use in new ways. A prototype user interface released in Dec. 2010 shows the potential to allow
users to see the social relation between an author (or other knowledge-producer) and related identities,
documents, and collections (though visualizations are still lacking). While SNAC overlaps in concept with
RoSE, it too is based on an underlying library paradigm in which the user has passive access to contexts
generated from expert-created metadata. (We have an agreement with SNAC to allow RoSE to function
as what amounts to a "client" of their project, harvesting SNAC data for use in RoSE; see Work Plan.)
Like ConceptVista (and unlike WorldCat Identities and SNAC), RoSE integrates the social-network
and library paradigms. Like Worldcat Identities and SNAC (and unlike ConceptVista), RoSE applies the
social-network model to historical materials. Users will be "friends" with both past and recent
persons/documents. A scholar can link his or her profile page, for instance, to a dead author, even as
that dead author's profile page changes in the relations it shows to others. The whole society of
knowledge (including recent research) evolves.
Technical Description of RoSE:
RoSE is a Web-accessible system developed in the open-source Ruby on Rails programming environment
(http://rubyonrails.org/) on top of a MySQL relational database. It uses the open-source Adobe Flex
framework (http://www.adobe.com/products/flex/) with the Flare library (http://flare.prefuse.org/) for
visualizations. Currently, it is pre-loaded with metadata about persons and documents that we have
text-mined from the YAGO knowledge base (http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/; data about
6,756 people, 10,703 docs); Project Gutenberg (data about 11,921 people, 32,996 docs); plus a smaller
dataset manually entered by graduate students on selected topics (including Early Modern literature
and history, 19th-20th century literature and art, and contemporary literature and media).6 These
materials were chosen for proof-of-concept to test automated text-mined import, performance scaling,
and the ability of users to add metadata to pre-existing metadata. Information in RoSE is associated
through keywords and user-customizable "relationship types" (e.g., "influence," "collaborator,"
"enemy") that allow for the addition of "thick description" to the normally sparse social descriptors of
5

In principle, RoSE could complement WorldCat Identities by importing its metadata for alternate use. But
WorldCat's terms of use appear to inhibit this goal.
6
Data in RoSE from Project Gutenberg is public domain; data in RoSE from Yago is copyright the Max Planck
Institute for Informatics, and released under the GPU Free Documentation License; data later to be mined from
SNAC is subject to SNAC definitions of allowable use; and data original to RoSE will likely be available through one
of the Creative Commons licenses (to be determined).
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standard metadata protocols (e.g., Dublin Core or the "prosopographical" features of the TEI P5
guidelines).7 Other current features of RoSE include the ability to set a research "context," create profile
pages for persons and documents, visualize relations according to two extant visualization types
(timeline and radial orbits), and a "time slider" for chronology filtering.
RoSE is currently open to online users only by request. This grant will allow RoSE to improve
enough to be an open-registration beta site. Additionally, RoSE's ability to expose its data in XML and
RDF (using Dublin Core elements for most of the representation) will be enhanced so that other scholars
and projects can import its data en masse. In future, we hope that RoSE will evolve to the point where it
can be a service or plug-in for other digital humanities projects. Currently RoSE runs on a development
server hosted by our campus's Media Arts & Technology Program, with a mirror on an English
Department server that will become the production machine.
Work Plan (and Evaluation):
Our plan includes three development tasks that address crucial weaknesses in our prototype and that
also investigate use scenarios and future opportunities. Each task combines technical and intellectual
work in a rich mix that will allow us to extend our tradition of developer meetings that are de facto
"seminars" advancing the training of our RA's. The whole project group will collaborate together during
the grant, but primary tasks for specific RA's will fall in different months.
1.
Data-mine and import metadata from SNAC to add to the base information in RoSE (see SNAC
Director Daniel Pitti's letter of support). Subordinate tasks: continue to refine RoSE metadata protocols
for interoperability with EAC-CPF and other standards; scale up XML/RDF export capability. Supervisor:
Alan Liu. Staff: 2 UCSB Media Arts & Technology graduate students working 650 total hours during the
grant.8 Expected task period: primary tasks 9/22/11 to 1/1/11; follow-up tasks to 9/21/12.
2.
Improve visualizations in RoSE; add more visualization types (e.g., social network graphs,
geographic maps). Subordinate tasks: optimize for scale and performance; add filtering options.
Supervisor: Rita Raley. Staff: 2 UCSB Media Arts & Technology graduate students working 650 total
hours during the grant. Expected task period: primary tasks 9/22/11 to 7/1/12; follow-up to 9/21/12.
3.
Use Scenario Studies/Evaluation. We plan to run up to three "use scenario studies." Not the
same as formal usability studies, these studies are appropriate to our prototype stage and will also serve
as project evaluation. Our intent is to identify opportunities/problems to be addressed in future
development. Particular use scenarios we plan to study include: (a) undergraduate classroom use
(described above), (b) professional conference or collaborative project use, and (c) individual-scholar
use (e.g., researching a dissertation). The use scenario studies will proceed through observation,
participant interviews, questionnaires, and analysis of user-created data during a to-be-determined set
of courses and research tasks. (Note: Next year's courses on our campus will not be finalized until after
this grant proposal.) Each study will result in a report; and all will be conducted in accordance with
human-subjects protocols overseen by the Human Subjects office on our campus. Subordinate tasks:
explore computational and social methods for improving the fit between folksonomic and controlled7

Currently, customizing relation types via the user interface is limited to users with "content-admin" permissions.
MAT students are a unique resource because they are both engineers and artists/theorists, with a subset
interested in text-related new media problems.
8
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vocabulary metadata; create RoSE FAQ's and documentation. Supervisors: Liu and Raley. Staff: 2 (or
more) graduate students from the UCSB English Dept. (and/or other humanities department) working
795 total hours during the grant. Expected task period: primary tasks 4/2/12 to 9/21/12; preparatory
tasks and collaboration with programmers from 9/21/11 to 4/1/12.
Technical Resources: no new resources are requested. Development will occur in our English
Dept. Transcriptions Lab (seed-funded by a 1998 NEH Teaching with Technology grant), supplemented
by resources in the Media Arts & Technology program (where PI Alan Liu is an affiliate faculty member).
Staff: Alan Liu (PI, 15% effort) has experience managing collaborative projects, including the UCSB
Transcriptions Project funded by a NEH Teaching with Technology grant (starting date: 1998) and the UC
Transliteracies Project. He has served as a board member of the Electronic Literature Organization (ELO)
and is co-founder of the recent 4Humanities initiative (advocacy for the humanities "powered by the
digital humanities community"). His Voice of the Shuttle site, started in 1994, was an early instance of
digital humanities for the Web. Rita Raley (10% effort) is well-known in both the digital-humanities and
new-media-studies communities. She is a board member of the ELO and co-editor of the ELO's
Electronic Literature Collection. She is director of the Transcriptions Project and its Literature & Culture
of Information student specialization. For Transliteracies, she directed the New Reading Interfaces
working group. RA's will be recruited from graduate students in the UCSB Media Arts & Technology
Program and English Dept. (and possibly other humanities depts.).
Final Product & Dissemination:
The main dissemination of RoSE will be through its Web site, which at the end of the grant period will be
made open-registration. Because RoSE will then still be a "beta," and also because we wish to maximize
our impact on the digital and wider humanities community, we plan to open registration initially
through a coordinated, special invitation to representative humanities scholars, teachers, and digital
humanists in the U.S. and elsewhere (exploiting the many connections that Liu and Raley have
developed with digital-humanist colleagues around the world). We also expect to continue our track
record in the Transliteracies Project of producing reports, presentations, and articles as secondary
dissemination (both Liu and Raley lecture frequently). In addition, we expect our RA's to lecture and
publish in relation to RoSE. (We are delighted that four RA's who worked on RoSE recently placed a coauthored article about their collaborative work on the project in a peer-reviewed journal.9)
We will produce the required "white paper" for the grant in a way that combines reporting on
RoSE and reporting on the use scenario studies described above. In addition, we hope to include
metadata about the white paper in RoSE itself, linked socially to the authors, researchers, documents,
and so on that constitute the white paper's intellectual context (with snapshots of the resulting
visualizations and "profile page" of the white paper then nested recursively in the white paper itself).10
9

Chuk, Eric, Rama Hoetzlein, David Kim, and Julia Panko, "Creating Socially Networked Knowledge through
Interdisciplinary Collaboration," Arts and Humanities in Higher Education (forthcoming)
10
PI Liu has previous experience writing and collaborating on white papers; he was lead author on"Born-Again
Bits: A Framework for Migrating Electronic Literature," v. 1.1, Electronic Literature Organization, 5 August 2005,
http://www.eliterature.org/pad/bab.html.
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.8. Appendices

Appendix A - Screenshots of RoSE
Instructions on Using RoSE: The RoSE prototype may be explored at
http://rose.english.ucsb.edu/ (log in as "Guest" with the password "rosemist483"). Currently,
the Guest user has a profile page with only a few hypothetical (fictional) relations to other
persons and documents in the system. Please feel free to create or edit relations, add new
persons or documents, etc. (while keeping purely fictional information constrained to the Guest
so that we can later subtract that data). We have some documentation on how to use the
system at: http://rosedocumentation.wordpress.com/user-documentation/ Please keep in
mind that RoSE is an early prototype, with plenty of room for improvement in such areas as
relating standard to folksonomic metadata, the visualizations, the user interface, etc. (Note: an
important feature in RoSE—the ability to create custom relationship types between persons or
documents—is currently restricted to content-admin users; so this feature is not visible in the
Guest account.)

Fig. 1: RoSE login screen, showing information about current content in the system.
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Figs. 2-3. Left: Alan Liu's profile page, with relatiionships including William Wordsworth. Right: William
Wordsworth's profile page, with its own relations to earlier and later authors, documents, etc.
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Figs. 4-5. Navigable visualizations of persons related to William Wordsworth and Ezra Pound.

Figs. 6-7: Left: Navigable timeline visualization. Right: Magnified view of time slider filter.
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Figs. 8-11. Listings of persons, documents, keywords, and relationship types in RoSE.
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Appendix B - Selected Transliteracies Research Reports and Papers Relevant to RoSE
The following is a selection of the topics of 78 research reports and 7 research papers we have
produced for the Transliteracies Project as the environmental scan for RoSE. Fuil texts of the
reports and papers may be found at http://transliteracies.english.ucsb.edu/category/researchproject/research-clearinghouse. (We have also produced a larger number of briefer reports
called "Objects for Study" at the above location.)
(A) Reports on advanced humanities online document reading, bibliographical, and research
environments:
 Collex
 CommentPress
 Document Database Integration for the Professional Social Environment (including PreE/REKn)
 Electronic Book Review (EBR)
 MediaCommons
 Open Journal Systems
 Sophie
 Zotero
(B)





Reports on social book cataloging sites and/or social academic networks:
Academia.edu
Freebase
LibraryThing
Social Book Cataloging: Humanizing Databases

(C)




Reports on closest analogues to RoSE:
ConceptVista
SNAC (Social Networks and Archival Context)
WorldCat Identities

(D) Other reports on projects, tools, and initiatives relevant to the following aspects of RoSE:
Reports on metadata issues:
 Narrative as Metadata
Reports on social-network analysis tools (and text-mining tools useful for studying social
computing):
 Blogdex
 ConceptNet
Reports on visualization methods and tools:
 A Comparison of Development Platforms for Social Network Data Visualizations
 Visualization Ecologies
 TextArc
Reports on advanced humanities text-/data-mining and pattern-recognition:
 MONK and SEASR

